For the therapy of arthrosis, three-dimensional scaffold-free cartilage constructs were developed by fzmb GmbH [1] . The cartilage constructs were investigated and characterised by biomechanical, biochemical and histological analysis. The biomechanical properties are an essential indicator for the functional characterisation of tissue. In this contribution, the elastic and relaxation moduli are calculated for 17 cartilage constructs.
Introduction
The biomechanical properties hold a lot of relevant information for the functional characterisation of cartilage tissue [2] . In the process the modulus of elasticity E is typically evaluated for a defined pressure applied to the cartilage tissue. This single observation neglects the dependence of the biomechanical properties according to time. In this case the modulus of relaxation R with the help of experimental force-way-compression and force-timerelaxation data by means of an elastic material and generalized Maxwell model is calculated. The aptitude of the models is evaluated by the comparison with experiments and simulations.
Linear Elastic Model
The general stress-strain relationship for linear conditions reads where E is the modulus of elasticity and v is Poisson's ratio, which defines the contraction in the perpendicular direction [3] . For a detailed description, refer to the technical literature.
Generalized Maxwell Model
The generalized Maxwell model is the most general form of the viscoelasticity models. The general linear dependence of the stress deviator on the strain history can be expressed by the hereditary integral
where the function R(t) is called the relaxation modulus function. This function can be found by measuring the stress development over time t when the material is held at a constant strain. R(t) is often approximated in a Prony series
Gl.4
This could be interpreted as a sum of i Maxwell models (branch) connected in parallel. The Maxwell model consists of a purely viscous damper and a purely elastic spring connected in series. The parameter τ i is the relaxation time constant of the spring -dashpot pairs and E i represents the stiffness of the spring in branch i. Parameter E 0 represents the stiffness of the spring parallel to the Maxwell models [3, 4] .
Methods
In the following chapters the experimental setup and the simulation methods, linear elastic and generalized Maxwell model are explained.
Experimental Setup
In the experiment, the force-way-charts and force-timecharts were obtained by applied pressure to the cartilage constructs by means of compression discs. The dimensions of the discs were 10 mm in diameter. The experiment was carried out on 17 cartilage constructs. One force-waymeasurement and force-time-measurement were carried out for every cartilage construct for the comparison with the simulation. The measurement of thickness of the cartilage constructs was between 1.2 -2.7 mm. By the linear stage (acceleration 4 mm/s², speed 0.5 mm/s) the tissue was compressed about 0.2 mm for 60 s. The resulting pressure force was recorded using a force sensor. Image 1 shows the experimental measuring system to study the biomechanical behaviour of cartilage constructs.
Image 1 Experimental measuring system to study the biomechanical behaviour of cartilage
Simulation Methods
The modelling is compiled into an elastic material and generalized Maxwell model. The elastic material model is required for the calculation of the elastic modulus from the compression phase. The generalized Maxwell model calculates the relaxation modulus during the relaxation phase.
Linear Elastic Model
An elastic material model with the simulation tool COM-SOL Multiphysics® was provided for the modelling. The preparation of the model is carried out according to the plane stress analysis type. The model was configured in concordance with the experiment so that the disc was placed on the cartilage construct containing a Teflon layer. Then the disc was adjusted along the Y-axis. This adjustment in the Y-direction was ceased in the subdomain constrain settings. The pressure force F along the Y-axis was calculated by the integration of the stress σ over the contact zone between the disc and cartilage construct. For the construction of the model, the disc as well as the cartilage construct and Teflon layer were modelled schematically in the 2D draw mode (image 2). The lower boundary of the Teflon layer was chosen to be fixed in the boundary constraint settings.
Image 2 Model geometry
For the model, the material properties are assigned as follows: Poisson ratio v, E-modulus and the thickness d of the cartilage construct layer (v = 0.49, E(s = 0.2 mm), d C variation between 1.2 -2.7 mm) with the neighboring Teflon layer (v = 0.3, E = 2.4 GPa [3] ) as well as for the compressions disc (v = 0.3, E = 210 GPa). Due to the great differences between the E-modulus of the compression disc (master) and the cartilage construct (slave) a contact pair was created. Based on this contact condition, the cartilage construct boundaries were meshed two times finer than the compression disc boundaries [2] . The model was solved by a parametric solver. The parametric properties initial step size of 0.005, minimum step size of 0.05 and maximum step size of 0.2 were chosen. The calculations of the E-modulus were carried out by the comparison and the iterative approach between the experimental and simulated force-way-diagram by a compression of s = 0.2 mm. The iterative approach was carried out with MATLAB® 2010b [5] .
Generalized Maxwell Model
For the calculation of function R(t), equation 4 with 4 branches was used. The calculations of the function R(t) were carried out by the comparison and the iterative approach between the experimental and simulated forcetime-diagram using an evolutionary algorithm. As a boundary condition the E-modulus from the linear elastic model (look at 2.2.1) had to be calculated with t = 0 s from the equation 4 with i = 4 branches, that is R(t = 0 s) = E. Following parameters were calculated: relaxation time constant τ i and the stiffness E i for branch i = 1, 2, 3 and 4.
The relaxation modulus R with t = 30 s and with t = 60 s were also calculated for each cartilage construct. The iterative approach was carried out with MATLAB® 2010b.
Results
In image 3 the median with inter quartile range (IQR) of the elastic modulus E from the linear elastic model and the relaxation modulus R from the generalized Maxwell model with t = 30 s and t = 60 s are depicted. The maximum material stresses (von-Mises) appearing with the compression were calculated from the biomechanical parameters. The average maximum von-Mises stress with t = 2.5 s amounted to 101 kPa (SD: ± 19.5 kPa) and with t = 60 s to 13.2 kPa (SD: ± 6.1 kPa). Image 7 depicts the median with IQR of von-Mises stresses with relaxation times of t = 2.5 s and t = 60 s.
Image 3

Image 7
Median of the von-Mises stress with t = 30 s and t = 60 s
Conclusion
In this contribution three-dimensional scaffold-free cartilage constructs were biomechanically modelled. The parameters for the elastic modulus from an elastic material model and for the relaxation modulus from the generalized Maxwell model were calculated. The experimental results were compared with the simulated results. The biomechanical parameters, modulus of elasticity E and relaxation modulus R calculated from the models can be used for the general characterisation and for the assessment of the maturation state of the cartilage constructs. Also other experimental analysis like indentation tests, confined and unconfined compression tests [6] can be used for the characterization of cartilage constructs. The knowledge of the modulus of elasticity E and relaxation modulus R allows the simulation of tissue deformation as well as the stress distribution in the cartilage constructs for different load situations. The goal of further works is to expand the material models by the usage of biphasic or triphasic theory. Another aim is the minimization of the number of biomechanical parameters of the generalized Maxwell model to be able to better describe cartilage constructs.
